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CJCA OFFICERS
NOMINATING
COMMITTEE FORMED

S

even CJ residents have agreed to serve
on a nominating committee charged
with developing a slate of Cabin John
Citizens Association officers for 2022-2023.
After six years at the helm of the CJCA,
President Susan Shipp is stepping down.
Vashti VanWyke, who is serving as copresident this year, is in a one-year term to
help transition to new leadership.
In addition to the position(s) of president,
the association is also looking for a
secretary, and a co-vice president of
communications to manage the CJ listserv
and help the president(s) with email
communications and stories for The
Village News.
The committee is charged with identifying its
slate by the end of March, with the election
scheduled for the May 25 CJCA meeting.
The members are:
• Amanda Benjamin of McKay Circle
• Phil Corcoran of MacArthur Blvd.
• Sarah Craven of 81st Street
• Amy Elsbree of 79th Street
• Andy Fishburn, Tomlinson Terrace
• Marget Maurer of 79th Street
• Neil Shaut of MacArthur Blvd.
Membership in the nominating committee
is open. Please reach out to Amy Elsbree at
amy.elsbree@gmail.com or one of the other
members, if you would like to join in its
important work or if you are interested
in serving as a CJCA officer for the
upcoming year. VN
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Cemetery Faces New Challenges as SHAMAY 2017
Declares Expansion Will Have “No Adverse Effect”
on Property
BY SUSAN SHIPP
CJCA President

I

n summer 2018 the Maryland State
Highway Administration held a series of
public workshops on the newly proposed
$11 billion Beltway expansion plan. The
maps they shared at those workshops did
not even mark the site of the Moses Hall &
Cemetery property in Cabin John.
However, in the intervening years, the SHA
worked closely with descendants of the
cemetery, the Friends of Moses Hall, the
Cabin John Citizens Association, county
officials, historic preservation groups,
and others to do right by the cemetery.
They conducted an archeological survey,
cleared invasive bamboo and, most recently,
conducted an expensive ground-penetrating
radar survey of part of the property to look
for gravesites.
The results were stunning: more than 189
probable burials and 188 possible graves
within the surveyed portion of the cemetery
itself and, shockingly, evidence of 34
likely gravesites in the existing Beltway
right-of-way.

assessment made earlier in the Section 106
process and finding the expansion would
have “no adverse effect” on the property.
With this determination, the SHA is no
longer obligated to provide assistance or
otherwise mitigate impacts to the property.
Community groups strongly disagree with
this “no-adverse-effect” finding.
Furthermore, Steve Archer, the SHA official
presiding over the meeting, announced
that the SHA is not responsible for any
detrimental impacts to the cemetery and
the Gibson Grove community caused by
the original Beltway construction, since it
occurred before the passage of the National
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) in
1970 and the National Historic Preservation
Act (NHPA) in 1966.
The CJCA, Friends of Moses Hall,
Montgomery Planning, State Delegate
Sara Love, and others have long raised the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Now it appears the SHA is reverting back to
its original stance and looking for ways to
negate the cemetery.

CJ HOT TO TROT
AGAIN
by Susan Shipp

At a Jan. 4 virtual meeting with groups
engaged in protecting the cemetery, the SHA
announced that it has worked to ensure
that the Beltway expansion would avoid the
cemetery; therefore, they are reversing the

LET'S DISH
by Katherine
Goodfellow
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For more info, check us out:
www.cabinjohn.org
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Mottled Duck, photo by Clive Harris

C

J resident Clive Harris
has made the first
identification of a
Mottled Duck in the state of
Maryland, according to the
Maryland Biodiversity Project.
Harris, an avid birder and
former president of the
Montgomery County Bird
Club, says he was on a family
walk along the canal Dec. 26
at the west end of Carderock
Recreation Area when he
spotted the duck. Many
Maryland birders have since
visited the area and reported
seeing it as far up the canal as
the footbridge by the Marsden
Tract.
The Mottled Duck is a Mallard
relative of the southeastern U.S.,
especially Florida and the Gulf

Coast. Distinguishing Mottled
Ducks from American Black
Duck and Mallard hybrids
can be challenging. In fact,
hybridization with Mallards is a
real threat to the species' future,
according to the biodiversity
project.
Harris says it looks like the
Mottled Duck has paired up
with a female Mallard. It has not
been seen recently as the cold
weather has frozen much of the
shallower parts of the canal, but
Harris says it’s probably still in
the area. VN

Cabin John Hot to Trot Again
BY SUSAN SHIPP
CJCA President

A

The sunny skies, mild temperature, and
buoyant crowd gave the low-key event a
decidedly festive feeling. Not only did the
trot give everyone a chance to visit with
neighbors while enjoying the beauty of our
community, it also provided an opportunity
to help others. The food donation held in
conjunction with the event yielded more
than 385 pounds of non-perishable food
items for Manna Food Center, which fights
food insecurity in Montgomery County.

Photos by Susan Shipp

fter a pandemic-induced hiatus in
2020, the CJ Turkey Trot came back
stronger than ever with roughly
200 adults, children, and dogs gathering
Thanksgiving Day for a quick photo before
setting out along the 2.5-mile loop that starts
and ends at the park by the one-lane bridge.

Approximately 200 adults, children, and dogs gather Thanksgiving Day for a photo before
jogging along the 2.5 mile Turkey Trot path.

A big thank you to event founder and course
coordinator Irena Bojanova as well as Kesha
Leets and Bob Walsh, who handled t-shirt
order payments. Thanks also goes to Dallas
Harrison, Loretta Ingalls, Marcy Harrison,
Meredith McGuire, and Elliott Schoen for
volunteering to post signs and serve as
course monitors. VN
Runners started the annual Turkey Trot at a
good pace.

Jennifer Bernat, who moved to 75th St. in
2021, celebrating her first trot.

Knut Erik Saeterboe and his six-year old
son, Sverre, who recently moved from
Norway to 79th Place, enjoyed their first
trot.

Jake Hawks of 78th St. and friends from
the Whitman Cross Country Team finished
the race at the head of the pack. They are
joined by Richard Allain of 75th Place who
said there was no way to keep up with the
high schoolers on the big hill coming up to
the one-lane bridge.

The Ellert-Becks of 79th St. trotted with
family visiting for the holiday.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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CEMETARY CHALLENGES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

issue of environmental justice going back
to the construction of the Beltway in the
early 1960s. In a Nov. letter to the SHA, the
National Trust for Historic Preservation
summarized the issue forcefully:
“The most important part of the
cumulative impact analysis will be
the past impacts – the damage and
destruction directly and indirectly inflicted
on this historic property, as well as on the
Gibson Grove AME Zion Church and the
wider Black community of Cabin John, by
the earlier highway construction.”

Hundreds of likely
gravesites were found
in the GPR survey area
(shaded). But the SHA
won’t agree to continue
the GPR work.

The Trust argued that the SHA should
“ensure that robust mitigation is developed
commensurate with the magnitude of these
adverse cumulative impacts.”

of Transportation's chief archeologist is
quoted as saying, “We own the faults of the
Maryland Roads Commission impacting
this community 60 years ago… It’s our
responsibility now to repair that damage and
come in and do the right thing.”

not required to address potential impacts
through mitigation or to commit to any
additional archeological investigations of
the property prior to the Record of Decision
(ROD) at the end of the NEPA process,
which is expected later in 2022.

The SHA had appeared to agree. In a Sept
2021 article in The Washington Post, Julie
M. Schablitsky, the Maryland Department

Assuming the Maryland Historical Trust
concurs with SHA’s finding of “no adverse
effect” to the historic property, the SHA is

The CJCA, Friends of Moses Hall, and others
are calling on the SHA to do additional
GPR survey work for gravesites, especially
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Mo-Co LOCAL

7945 MacArthur Blvd. / Cabin John, MD
301.229.0680 www.wildtomatorestaurant.com
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7945 MacArthur Blvd. /Cabin John, MD
240.802.2370 www.salsitaliankitchen.net

More Cabin John History On
Display at Community Center

CEMETARY CHALLENGES
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

in more of the Beltway rightof-way and on the cemetery
side of the fence line. The state
has acknowledged it does not
know if additional graves will
be found within the areas that
will be impacted by Beltway
construction; however, SHA
says there will be no further
investigation until they are
closer to final design and
construction.
By delaying further
archeological investigation,
the Friends of Moses Hall
and others argue, avoidance
options should gravesites be
found will be more limited and
could result in the relocation of
graves, which many descendants
oppose.
During the virtual meeting,
the SHA did reiterate a few
commitments it made earlier:
Most importantly, the SHA said
it would transfer the Beltway
right-of-way land where the
GPR found likely gravesites
to the cemetery. The Federal
Highway Administration
suggested that SHA could delay
the land transfer until after the
ROD. Ultimately, both highway
agencies agree to conclude the

Section 106 process with a “noadverse-effect” finding for the
cemetery, since the expansion
will not physically encroach
on the current boundary of the
cemetery property.
As part of the noise abatement
wall that will be constructed,
the SHA said it will construct
a “context-sensitive” design
of the noise barrier facing the
cemetery. It could incorporate
displays helping to tell the
history of the Gibson Grove
community and the important
role the Morningstar fraternal
order played in the community
from the late 1800s into the
1950s.
SHA also committed to build
a sidewalk between Gibson
Grove Church and the cemetery.
Community groups see these
measures as totally inadequate
for environmental justice.
Absent any commitment to the
restoration of the cemetery site,
the property will not be safe
to receive visitors for the
foreseeable future. VN

BY BURR GRAY
Regular Contributor
Barry Jones,
Director of the
Clara Barton
Community Center
(CBCC) (left), and
Ritch Kepler, CJ’s
resident picture
framer, pose with
the new historical
photos hung in the
center’s community
room next to the
kitchen.

T

he Clara Barton
Community Center has a
new exhibit of historical
photos on display thanks to
the generosity of CJ resident
Paulo Lyra and the efforts of
the Friends of the Clara Barton
Community Center (FCBCC).

Viewing the six images, one
can see and feel, for at least a
moment, what life was like in
the early 20th century on the
C&O canal, in Glen Echo Park,
and at the Cabin John Bridge
and the Bridge Hotel.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Serving Cabin John
Since 1991!
Natural & Gourmet Groceries
Great Wine & Beer Selection
Decadent Cheese & Charcuterie
Fresh Produce Snacks Nuts
Firehook & Fresh Baguette Daily
CBD Flu Season Help
Candles Cards Lotions & Potions

* Interior & Exterior Painting
* Windows & Doors
* Remodeling and Carpentry
VN

MHIC 39468

240-498-1803
www.go1stchoice.com

Insured

Join us in 2022 for easy
Comfortable shopping
Good Food &
Good Company
For over 45 Years
Many Thanks to our
Community!
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TURKEY TROT

Photos by Susan Shipp

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Heidi Lewis of
MacArthur Blvd.
feeling good at the
end of the trot.

Linda
Reinisch
of 81st St.
enjoyed a
drink post
Turkey Trot.

New to CJ in 2021, the Ventrell family of
Seven Locks Rd. had family from Mexico
join them for the trot.

The Harrises
and their
dog Maisie
dressed in
“vintage” trot
t-shirts.

Elliott Schoen and
Meredith McGuire
served as course
monitors.

Dawn and Rick
Lowrie of 78th St.
joined in this year's
trot.

Clara Barton Community Center
TO OUR COMMUNITY FROM THE STAFF AND FRIENDS OF CBCC, THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT IN 2021, AND

Best Wishes for 2022!

events & activities

Is keeping in shape part of your plan for 2022?
Check out the CBCC weight room!
•Get a RECFIT PASS. It’s a bargain for County residents
REGULAR RATE:
$100 a year, or $60 for 6 months
AGES 55 & UP: $55 a year, or $30 for 6 months
AGES 14 & UP need this pass for the weight room|
users under 15 must be with an adult
For After School Programs, Club Friday and other popular activities
Get updates at the Clara Barton Recreation Center office,
240-777-4910
The Recreation Dept is transitioning to a new registration platform
in February.

for seniors

“SUPER SENIORS” SOCIAL TIMES AT CBCC
Coffee and conversation, luncheons, movies, speakers, trips.
Mon & Wed | 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
SENIOR PINGPONG

TUES, THURS | 2:30  4:00 PM

CHECKERS & CHESS

MON | 10:00  11:30 AM

BINGO

2ND MON OF MONTH | 1:00  2:00 PM

INDOOR WALKING

MON, WED | 10:0010:45 AM
TUES, THURS, FRI | 10:0011:00 AM

7426 MacArthur Blvd., Cabin John | 240–777–4910
OPEN: Mon - Thurs 9 am – 8 pm  Fri 9 am–3 pm  Sat - Sun - rentals only 
Learn more and register for activities and memberships at montgomerycountymd.gov/rec
Ad funded by Friends of Clara Barton Community Center, www.FriendsCBCC.org
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CJ HOLIDAY GIVING PROJECT RAISES RECORD AMOUNT
BY LORI RIECKELMAN
CJ Resident

A

fter a slow start, Cabin
John residents rallied
in a big way to raise
$9,500 in gift card donations
as part of our Holiday Giving
Project. This total surpasses our
2020 effort by more than $2,000.
A huge thank you to the
roughly 100 CJ families that
participated!
Cabin John partners with the
communities of Brookmont and
Glen Echo to provide gift card
donations to So Others Might
Eat (SOME), the DC-based
nonprofit that fights poverty

Thank you CJ Families!
and homelessness. This year
the three communities donated
a total of $19,300 in gift card
donations.
In thanking the communities,
SOME Program Director
of Family Services Carolina
Giraldo explained that our
joint effort is the largest source
of holiday support for the 200
families in their transitional
housing program. “Every card
ends up in the hands of a family
and, ultimately, gifts under the
tree on Christmas morning,” she
added. VN
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LOCAL NATURE
Nightlife
BY ERIC DINERSTEIN
Contributing Writer
ILLUSTRATION BY TRUDY NICHOLSON
Contributing Artist

N

ight owls: a term we assign to
those who keep late
hours—carousing,
reading, bingeing on Netflix,
or engaging in activities best
left unmentioned. In general,
speaking as a mammalogist, I
find that the human species goes
to bed early. Maybe a quick trip
outside with the dog after dinner
or a glance at the moon or the
stars. Then it’s back inside, hardly
enough time to encounter the
world of living things moving,
flying, and foraging out there
in the dark. We are, in our
diurnal ways, an anomaly among
the world’s 6,400 species of
mammals, as most are nocturnal.
The same is true for many species
of amphibians, but relatively
few birds.
I became a night owl as a result
of my research interests. In
Costa Rica and Panama in
1980, I conducted my Ph.D.
field research on tropical
fruit bats. I learned so much
about the natural world—and
made observations that my
diurnal fellow biologists never
witnessed—simply by walking
around late at night in rainforests
while checking my mist nets for
captured bats or listening to the sounds.
At night, rainforests come alive with the
vocalizations of kinkajous, frogs, calling
insects, and owls. But, my own knowledge
of our nocturnal neighbors back here in

8
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the temperate zone has been rather limited
except for a spotted owl study in the winter
of 1980 on the slopes of Mt. Baker, WA. For
these reasons, I have dedicated the Local
Nature columns for 2022 to the theme
of introducing the nocturnal wildlife of
Cabin John so that I can learn more as well.

But first, a plea directly related to
appreciating nature at night. Light pollution
has been well documented to upset the
natural rhythms of nocturnal wildlife.
Lights are safety essentials on busy highways
and intersections but not continuously in
backyards or, for that matter, in parking
lots. If you have bright outdoor
flood lights that remain on
all night, you may disrupt the
behavior of many nocturnal
animals and increase their
mortality by making them more
visible to predators, upsetting
mating patterns, and causing
disorientation. The simple, cheap
solution to being a good neighbor
and a friend to nocturnal animals
while still attending to safety is to
rig outdoor beams with a motion
sensor and timer so they become
active only when needed.
Now please join me in this and
subsequent columns this year as
we peer into the fascinating lives
of the night movers.
GLIDING THROUGH LIFE

Among the topics we will explore are how
widespread nocturnal behavior is among
animals, how this behavior evolved, and the
remarkable adaptations species have evolved
to navigate life at night.

As a child, my favorite cartoon
was The Rocky and Bullwinkle
Show. The stars were the clever
Rocky, a flying squirrel, and his
friend, Bullwinkle J. Moose,
animated residents of Frostbite
Falls, Minnesota. Every week,
the pair matched wits with their
antagonists, the devious Boris
Badenov and his partner, Natasha
Fatale. I never knew at age 7 that
flying squirrels actually existed
in nature and could be found in the nearby
forests in New Jersey where I grew up.
When I did become aware of flying squirrels
from my mammalogy textbooks, the Rocky
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

NIGHTLIFE

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

connection was apt: they struck me as
creatures designed by evolution but with an
assist from a cartoonist. The flying squirrel’s
enormous black eyes for seeing at night, long
black whiskers, soft gray-brown fur, white
undersides, and a skin fold that stretches
between their paws and limbs allow this
mammal to accomplish daredevil leaps and
glides between distant trees. At rest, the skin
fold fits over its shoulders like a cape. These
8-to-10-inch-long mammals with a flat 4-to5-inch tail are arguably the most adorable
mammals on Earth. They live among us in
the D.C. area but only where there are large
tracts of forest. But even if you live next to
a large tract, as we do in Cabin John, you
probably have never seen one. Besides being
active only at night they are also rather shy.
Unless one somehow crawls into a cranny
of your house you probably won’t encounter
them, although you might hear the squeakywheel sounds they make.

If you have bright outdoor flood lights that remain
on all night, you may disrupt the behavior of many
nocturnal animals and increase their mortality by
making them more visible to predators, upsetting
mating patterns, and causing disorientation.

The name flying squirrel is a misnomer. Bats
are the only true flying mammals with about
1,400 species. However, there are several
different lineages in the squirrel family
(Sciuridae) and under a dozen or so species
that, instead of flying, glide long distances
through forests and savannas. Outside the
squirrel family is another glider, the flying
lemur. The flying lemur neither flies nor
is a true lemur but instead is placed in its
own Family (Cynocephalidae) and Order
(Dermoptera, as opposed to the squirrels
in the Rodentia). They are restricted to the
tropical forests of southeast Asia (the sunda
flying lemur) or the southern islands of the
Philippines (the Philippines flying lemur).

Although not as maneuverable as bats, the
aerial displays of flying squirrels are still
impressive, and my first encounter with one
of these night gliders was unforgettable.
When I was studying tigers in Nepal in
the 1970s I would spend the night in tree
houses to photograph the giant cats at dawn
patrolling their territories on the jungle track
below my perch. One night while camped
out in a fragrant tree related to frankincense,
I fell asleep and woke suddenly to a loud
scratching above me. At first, I thought a
leopard had climbed up to join me. When
I turned on my flashlight, I was startled to
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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NIGHTLIFE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

see a giant Indian flying squirrel (Petaurista
petaurista) staring straight at me! It had
made its day roost in a cavity in my tree, or
his tree. He scampered up the trunk and
jumped into the night. I watched in awe as
it landed on a tree easily 75 feet away. The
scientific literature reports that this species
is capable of long-distance glides over
1,000 feet!
Our Cabin John variety of flying squirrel
(Glaucomys volans) doesn’t glide as far as
its South Asian relative, but the leaps of this
smaller species are still impressive. They
glide up to 200 feet but most “flights” are of
much shorter distance. Prior to landing on
the next tree, they turn their skin fold into
a parachute and adjust the angle of landing
to dampen the shock of touchdown. These
arboreal mammals, while daredevils in the
air, are feeble crawlers on the ground.

several related individuals. Home is a cavity
excavated by a woodpecker or a crevice in an
old tree. Flying squirrels supplement their
nut diets with insects, buds, fungi, carrion,
birds’ eggs, and even nestlings.

Sometimes these gliding mammals sail
between trees in small groups in search of
food. Flying squirrels live on oak acorns,
hickory nuts, and beechnuts, which they
store for winter consumption to tide them
over until spring. Both sexes are territorial
and males have larger home ranges than
females (2.5-16 hectares for adult males vs
2-7 hectares for females). Male and female
territories overlap and are often centered
around large red or white oak trees or
hickories that provide seasonal bonanzas.
Where nut trees are dense, home ranges are
smaller; where the trees are more dispersed,
the squirrels spread out. In fragmented
forests, squirrels must range across several
patches. Large tracts of forest, like we have
along Cabin John Creek, are preferred for
obvious reasons over fragmented forests.

From southeastern Canada to Florida, across
the eastern half of North America, this
charming member of our night fauna is there
for you to find it. But you will have to look
hard. The sworn enemy of our local flying
squirrels, their real-life Boris Badenovs, are
snakes and screech owls (see next month’s
column), but also raccoons and probably
any mammal or bird of prey that can catch
them. But they must catch them first. These
nimble acrobats escape with a spread of their
skin folds and glide to safety in the next tree,
leaving the snake and befuddled raccoon
behind. VN

In winter, flying squirrels don’t hibernate
but instead roost together in a heap of

MacArthur Plaza
MacArthur Boulevard at Seven Locks Road

OFFICES
AVAILABLE
Short-Term Rentals Available
Single Rooms to Large Suites
Floor Plans Available Online

Innovative
Landscapes
for
Outdoor Living

Building sustainable gardens for birds,
wildlife and people since 1980.

MARK WILLCHER & C O., INC.
landscape designers/contractors

Please call
Brad Klinedinst
301-655-7252

www.garrett-smith.com
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www.MarkWillcherCo.com
301-320-2040
Mark@MarkWillcherCo.com
2014 BEST OF BETHESDA AWARD WINNER
b
WASHINGTONIAN AWARD WINNER

CJ HISTORY ON DISPLAY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Hanging the pictures was the culmination
of a project that began several years ago,
when Mr. Lyra put a note on the community
listserv alerting folks that the images were
available. Mr. Lyra, with help from several
local historians, had carefully selected the
photos from various sources. Only a few
historical photos have resolution fine enough
for prints this size.
Noticing the listserv post, FCBCC board
member Stace Kimmel saw that it was an
opportunity to expand the community
center’s display of historic CJ images. Under
the leadership of Burr Gray, the Cabin John
Citizens Association created seven historical
panels tracing Cabin John’s history that have
hung in the center’s main hallway since 2004.
Stacey contacted Mr. Lyra and alerted
the other board members, who made
individual contributions to fund the pictures’
restoration. Ritch Kepler laboriously lifted

New photos
featuring Cabin
John history are
on display in the
center’s community
room next to the
kitchen.

the photos from their old warped backings
and supplied new ones that are rigid and
smooth. The pandemic postponed further
action, and the framed photos remained in
storage until November, when Ritch, Barry,
and Burr Gray (another FCBCC board

member) teamed up to hang the images.
Many thanks go to Mr. Lyra for his gift of
these impressive photographs. VN

DID YOU KNOW?
Long & Foster expects the following trends to impact the 2022 market:
Inflation and economic challenges could affect interest rates. While rates
have been at historic lows the past few years, at the end of 2022 we may see
fixed rates rise to between 3.5% and 4%.
Inventory issues will continue to affect buyers. Demand is expected to wane
somewhat in 2022 but will remain very strong when compared to a more
normal market.
New construction will face supply chain, labor shortages. Despite the
challenges, demand for new homes will be robust in 2022.
Price appreciation will remain healthy. A rise from 7%to 12% is expected in
2022 but not the astronomical 20% rise in home values we've seen in some
markets in the past two years.
Homes sales will normalize. Although still brisk, we may see a 2% to 3% drop
in sales compared to 2021 due to a lack of housing inventory,

“Living in Cabin John for over 30 years I’m
invested in the success of selling homes here.”

Rachelle Cherol | REALTOR®
Licensed in Maryland and DC
C: (301) 379-5013
O: (301) 907-7600
Rachelle.Cherol@lnf.com
Bethesda Gateway Office
Long & Foster Real Estate, Inc.
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Let's Dish
BY KATHERINE GOODFELLOW
Regular Contributor
Let’s Dish! is a new column where
neighbors share their favorite weeknight
or secret family recipes, and everything
in between! Neighbors are encouraged
to share the history behind the recipe
or any tips or tricks you might have for
the chef. Please send your recipes to
LetsDishCJ@gmail.com for possible
publication in an upcoming issue.
This month’s recipe comes courtesy of
Kathleen Stevenson. Kathleen was the
first neighbor we met when we moved to
Cabin John in 2014. She greeted us with
a tin full of delicious oatmeal chocolate
chip cookies. Years later I still remember
these cookies and the thoughtfulness
behind them.

OATMEAL CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES
Ingredients

Instructions

1 cup butter
1 1/2 firmly packed brown sugar
(light or dark)
2 eggs
1 1/2 tsp vanilla
1 1/2 cups flour
2 tsp baking soda
1 tsp salt
2 1/3 cups rolled oats
1 large package chocolate chips
1 1/2 cups chopped nuts

In a large bowl of an electric mixer, beat butter
and sugar until creamy; then beat in eggs and
vanilla. In another bowl, sift flour, baking
soda, and salt; gradually add to butter mixture,
blending thoroughly. Add oats, chocolate
chips, and nuts; stir until well combined.
Place heaping tablespoons of dough on a
greased cookie sheet, leaving space between
cookies.
Bake in a 350 degree oven for about 15 minutes
or until edges are lightly browned. Let cool
on baking sheets for about 5 minutes, then
transfer to racks and let cool completely.

Check us out on Facebook
@Hugheslandscapingsupplyco

Office: 301-330-4949
Email: Info@hugheslandscaping.com

Hughes Landscaping was founded in
1983 by John Hughes, on the
principles of customer service and
exceeding customer expectations.
Principles that the company still has
in place today. Give us a call today
to schedule a free estimate at your
convenience.
We specialize in patios, deck
building, tree care, any kind of yard
maintenance, and anything else that
you may need done outside of your
home.
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REAL ESTATE ACTIVITY
IN CABIN JOHN

Manion + Associates Architects
7307 MacArthur Blvd., Suite 216
Bethesda, MD 20816
301.229.7000
www.manionarchitects.com
Contact: Thomas Manion, AIA

Courtesy of your expert Cabin John realtor

PATRICIA AMMERMAN

NOV - DEC 2021
ACTIVE:

LIST PRICE

BR

FB

GAR

SQ. FT.

6517 Persimmon Tree

$1,849,900

6

5.5

2

6,518

$1,100,000
$1,625,000

4
3

3
2.5

0
1

2,730
2,991

SOLD:
6512 79TH Pl.
9 Froude Circle

Renovations | Additions | New Homes

PATRICIA AMMERMAN
Your Cabin John Realtor

Cell 301-787-8989

Office 301-229-4000 Ext 8306
Call PATRICIA, an agent who is HIGHLY
EXPERIENCED in CABIN JOHN and THE
GARDENS, it’s Amenities, Parks, and everything that makes CABIN JOHN so special.
Top Producer
Licensed in MD, DC & VA
F lu e n t i n
English and Spanish

EXPERIENCED, PASSIONATE, INTEGRITY,
SKILLED NEGOTIATOR!

pammerman@longandfoster.com
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NEIGHBORLY NEWS

Trivia Night Postponed
CJ Trivia Night, usually held in February,
is being postponed due to the latest
coronavirus surge.
The plan is to reschedule trivia night when
the county lifts the indoor mask mandate
or when the weather warms up and the
event can be held outside.

LIVE CHILDREN'S THEATER
AT GLEN ECHO PARK
To purchase tickets:
visit https://adventuretheatre-mtc.org/
(See website for Covid protocols)

MAKE WAY FOR DUCKLINGS
February 18 to March 27, 2022
Adapted by Sandra Eskin & Michael J. Bobbitt
Music & Lyrics by William Yanesh
Directed by Ashleigh King

Mr. and Mrs. Mallard are exhausted from
their search for a starter home when
they land in the Boston Public Garden
as a potential home. Surprised by a few
conditions in the Garden, the Mallards move
on to continue their search until their baby
ducklings are born. When the ducklings
begin to explore the world around them.
The challenges of parenthood in the busy
Boston environment create a fun bit of
family drama. A classic story for all ages, this
world premiere musical celebrates family,
Boston, children, and the beings who make
an unfamiliar place a home.
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CJ BLOOD DRIVE SCHEDULED FOR FEB. 6
Sunday, Feb. 6 | 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Clara Barton Community Center

The next CJ Blood Drive will take place
on Sunday, Feb. 6, at the Clara Barton
Community Center. The drive, which will be
run by Inova Blood Donor Services, is from
10 am to 3 pm and drop-ins are welcome.

Inova asks that donors wear a disposable
surgical mask instead of a cloth mask at
the blood drive. If you have questions
about eligibility to donate, you can visit
https://www.inovablood.org/donate-blood/
eligibility/ or call 866-256-6372.

Look for an email with links to scheduling
your own donation time. Or send an email
to cjblooddrive@gmail.com, and the CJCA
can schedule your appointment for you. For
planning purposes, the CJCA also asks that
you send an email if you plan to donate,
but do not want to schedule a specific
appointment time.

As always, we can use help staffing the signin table and helping with setup and take
down. Please consider volunteering for an
hour or two. VN

GLEN ECHO:
EXHIBITIONS &
GALLERIES
ON VIEW NOW IN PARTNERSHIP
GALLERIES
Discombobulation: A Collide of Scope
January 29 - March 27, 2022 | Popcorn
Gallery
Always, Already, Never, Better, Faster,
Stronger | January 22 - February 20, 2022 |
Stone Tower Gallery
Landscape Around Us | January 22 February 20, 2022 | Park View Gallery
Visit glenechopark.org for Partnership
Galleries and exhibition dates, hours, and
artist information.
The Glen Echo Park Partnership for Arts
and Culture curates and manages three
galleries: Popcorn Gallery, Stone Tower
Gallery, and Park View Gallery. These
spaces present work by both established
and emerging artists. New exhibitions are
presented every four to six weeks.

Photo by Noelle Tower

Help us spread the Neighborly News!
Send along your news and announcements
about Cabin John residents and clubs to
vneditorial@gmail.com.

Cece Tower of Seven Locks Rd. enjoys a
walk in the snow with her pup, Daisy.

SEEKING YOUR CABIN
JOHN SNOW DAY PHOTOS
Send your snow pics to our Village News
editors for possible publication in our next
issue: VNeditorial@gmail.com. Thank you!

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES
CABIN JOHN DOG
WALKING
Midday walks to keep your
pets happy and healthy. Many
Cabin John and Carderock pets’
families will be happy to give
their recommendations. Call
Carolyn (240) 204-2953

Eleanor Balaban
MacArthur Blvd. Corridor Specialist
Long & Foster Real Estate, Inc.

CHILD CARE. Licensed Family
Day Care since 1991. References
available. Call Siew. 301-3204280.

Main: 301.907.7600 ⏐ Direct: 301.215.6875

COMPUTER SERVICES.
DC/PC Computer Support
offers friendly, personalized
computer and electronic services
to area residents. Services include
maintenance, repairs, upgrades,
tune-ups, new PC setups, virus
and spyware removal, networking
and training. In person,
remote and telephone support
are available. To schedule an
appointment or learn more about
our services email support@dcpc.com or call Jim at 202.841.0873

We also provide daily pick
ups/drop offs for daycare and
boarding services.
Many neighborhood references.
www.licksandleashes.net
Owner: Lauren Nicholas
Cell: 808-286-6556
I cannot wait to meet you and
your furry family!

To place AN AD in the Village
News classifieds contact Business
Manger at VNbusinessmanager@
gmail.com.

© 2021 Anthony Wilder Design Build

Jacqueline Robbins

“Let’s talk about
real estate along
MacArthur Blvd.”

PET CARE - BEST IN THE
AREA.
YOUR PET WILL THANK
YOU!
We provide:
• Daily walks
• Play dates/Daycare
• Boarding at my home
• Pet sitting at yours

Home is
where the heart is.
From home repairs to renovations, we mind every detail.

ANTHONYWILDER.COM

3 0 1 . 9 0 7. 0 1 0 0
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR

FEB
6
CJ Blood Drive
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Photo by Mike Ellert-Beck

Location: Community Center

GIVE BLOOD
Mike Ellert-Beck of 79th St. snapped this beautiful wintery scene on
the canal. We would love to see your snow day photos. Please share
them with us at VNeditorial@gmail.com.

Save a life.

